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The quantity or is the angular frequency and is expressed in electrical radians per
second. It follows that
2r,: T: ,of (5-4)
and Eq. (5-3) can be expressed in the alternative forms
'i.: r*cosr.rl: I^coshtrfr: t*rorTt (5-5)
In Fig. 5-2, the time origin or time reference axis is chosen at the point where
the current is a maximum positive value. fn general, the origin can be chosen
arbitrarily at any point on the wave and is selected for greatest convenience in the
specific problem at hand. fn many circuits, the current and voltage waves do not go
through zero or their maxima at the same time but are displaced from one another
by a phase angl.e. Figttre 5-3 shows current and voltage waves which neither are in
phase with each other nor have their maxima at zero time; the equations of these
waves are
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Common usage, however, specifles the phase angles 
in degrees' tnd thc vo
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e : 155 cos (3771 + 30')
In calculating instantaneous values of the-wave' this dimensional 
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FIGURE 5-3 lnstantaneous voltage, current, and power in sinusoidally excited circuit
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Research and demonstrate technical 
viability of DC building distribution. 
Simulate and measure its potential energy 
efficiency savings and other benefits 
(renewable integration, reliability, resil-
ience, power quality, etc.), and enhance 
benefits through communication, using 
low voltage (<600 V) DC directly integ-
rated with renewable energy technologies 
and storage in buildings. 
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AC vs. DC Motivation 
•  California requires all new residential buildings to be zero net energy 
(ZNE) by 2020, and all commercial buildings by 2030. Can DC 
distribution help? 
•  Solar PV generation, battery storage, and most loads are natively DC.  
Islanding microgrid buildings may also have huge benefits from DC 
 
Research Goal 
•  Use parametric Modelica simulations to determine the efficiency 
savings with DC distribution 
•  Scope is a modeled medium size office building in Los Angeles 
•  Include realistic profiles for solar and load, converter efficiency curves, 
and detailed models for battery and wiring 
 
Modelica 
•  Object oriented modeling language with GUI provided by Dymola 
•  Popular for building and automotive simulations 
•  Useful for complex systems that span electrical, thermal, etc. 
▷ the building power we’re all accustomed to 
▷ has huge advantage of easy voltage changes 
▷ enables long distance transmission with local safety  
▷ voltage and frequency cycles at fixed frequency 
▷ when working well, energy is always being delivered 
▷ approach is closely related to rotating generators 
▷ has many power quality problems, e.g. power factor 
▷ has few advantages for end-use, induction motors 
▷ end-use rectification to DC common and increasingly efficient 
 
▷ the vehicle power we’re all accustomed to 
▷ common in modern commercial buil ing devices  
▷ third-half of load in luding efficient devices, e.g. LED lighting 
▷ many sources, .g. PV, a d batteri s, e.g. EVs, also DC  
▷ less losses with all DC & many less power quality challenges 
▷ simpler systems should heaper, more reliable & resilient 
▷ should create a f vorable environment for efficiency and EVs 
▷ EVs and heat pump h ting could a d significant DC load  
▷ safety and other standards eded and a formidable barrier 
▷ connection to electronics permits smart distribution 
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Experimental and Field Testing 
 
•  Experimentally study the efficiency savings of identical loads in AC or DC 
configuration 
•  Verify the savings of removing the rectification stage in various loads 
•  Design and construct a DC microgrid.  Meter out and measure the savings 
Analysis and Modeling 
 
•  Increase scope of buildings, and develop a generic DC efficiency modeling 
tool for commercial use 
•  Improve the techno-economic analysis and create future projection models 
•  Develop advanced control algorithms for load shedding in DC buildings 
•  Study the non-energy benefits of power quality and DC microgrid disconnect 
IBEW/JTAC Building, 
San Leandro CA 
DC Product CEC Efficiency 
Power Optimizer 99.4% 
MPPT Chg. Controller 98.5% 
DC-DC Transformer 97.6% 
Grid Tie Inverter 96.6% 
DC LED Driver 95.6% 
AC Product CEC Efficiency 
String Inverter 96.0% 
Battery Inverter 92.1% 
Low Power Rectifier 89.9% 
High Power Rectifier 90.8% 
AC LED Driver 90.2% 
baseline baseline 
Efficiency	data	from	product	curves	
Medium	Los	Angeles	Office	Building	
DOE	Reference	Building	
TABLE II.   LCC AND PBP RESULTS FOR BASELINE SCENARIO 
Description Network Value 
Total Installed Cost ($) 
ACAC 252,098 
DCDC 301,155 
Net Annual Electricity Consumption 
(kWh/yr) 
ACAC 176,775 
DCDC 100,656 
Average LCC Savings  
($) ACDC vs. DCAC 61,487 
% Cases with Net Benefit - DC 
Network 
 
ACDC vs. DCAC >90% 
Average PBP - DC Network  
(Years) ACDC vs. DCAC 0.7 
 
TABLE I.   LCC AND PBP INPUTS 
Cost Input Description Value/ Units Source 
Annual 
electricity use 
Net annual grid-
imported electricity 
consumption for 
each system 
Depends on 
Simulated 
System 
Energy efficiency 
analysis 
Power system 
component 
costa 
Rectifiers, inverters, 
DC-DC Converters, 
etc.  
Average values 
±10%  
Online retailers 
Electricity 
Prices 
Average commercial 
sector electricity 
Prices 
0.114 $/kWh 
($2015) 
Energy 
Information 
Administration 
(EIA 2014) 
Electricity 
Price Trends 
Projected 
commercial 
electricity prices  
Average annual 
growth rate -
0.12% 
Annual Energy 
Outlook 2016 
(AEO2016) 
Systems 
Lifetime 
Average lifetime for 
power system 
components 
10 years (±5 
years uniform 
distribution) 
Based on power 
system component 
average lifetimes 
Discount Rate Consumer discount 
rate for office 
buildings 
6.04% (1.05% 
standard 
deviation normal 
distribution) 
Damodaran online 
http://pages.stern.n
yu.edu/~adamodar/  
a. Note: There are no market price data for the DC systems’ Grid-Tie Bidirectional Inverter. It was 
assumed that its price was 2X the price of a typical string inverter (used in the AC system), 
consistent with pricing for the battery inverter, which performs similar functions.  
 
installed cost for each grid is estimated by scaling a typical 
cost/kW for each power system component (based on market 
surveys) with the peak power through the component, based on 
the efficiency modeling. Table 2 shows the total installed cost 
and annual electricity consumption for each network, average 
LCC savings of DC vs. AC network, % of cases with positive 
LCC savings (from Monte Carlo simulation), and average PBP 
for the baseline scenario analyzed in the efficiency modeling.  
VII. CONCLUSION 
Parametric simulations are performed in Modelica on 
modeled AC and DC building distribution networks. The 
baseline parameter values coorespond to a ZNE building with a 
generous battery capacity and properly sized converters. This 
research found that the baseline efficiency savings of a medium 
office building with DC distribution is 11.0%. The best case 
scenarios yield savings of 17.3%. This study also confirms that 
DC distribution is best suited for buildings with a large solar 
capacity, a large battery bank, and a high voltage distribution 
backbone. 
The experimental results contain many scenarios that are 
not necessarily practical or representative of current designs, 
but are interesting and important from a visionary perspective. 
The solar capacity baseline is important because ZNE 
buildings will likely become prevalent in the next two decades 
[17]–[19]. The battery experiments are harder to justify since 
the introduction of storage incurs a great cost in both 
economics and efficiency. Nonetheless, as on-site renewable 
generation becomes prevalent, the grid export tariff may 
become significantly lower than that of grid import [41]. 
Eventually, on-site storage may be of great value to grid-
connected buildings everywhere. In addition, large battery 
capacity is crucial for islanding microgrid buildings.  
Regarding the economic evaluation, the results show that 
based on the approach followed here, DC distribution networks 
in commercial buildings can be cost-effective when PV 
generation and battery storage are included in the building. DC 
distribution is not economically justified in a building without 
storage.  This is due to both the lower electricity savings and 
the relatively higher incremental cost for the DC network 
compared to AC. Further, the economic evaluation does not 
consider retrofit systems, which at current market conditions 
should incur high installation costs, especially if new wiring is 
wiring is required in the building. 
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DOE Reference Building Model of Medium Office in Los Angeles, CA 
Parametric Experiments 
•  Solar Experiment – Baseline is amount of solar capacity 
needed to power a ZNE building 
•  Battery Experiment – Baseline is half the amount of battery 
capacity needed for a ZNE building to store all daily excess 
solar (= generation – load) 
 
Efficiency Results 
•  12% baseline efficiency savings with DC 
•  DC is much more efficient with high solar and battery 
capacity 
 
Loss Analysis 
•  AC building loss is dominated by the poor efficiency of load 
packaged rectifiers (wall adapters) 
•  AC buildings with lots of storage see loss in the battery 
inverter 
•  DC building loss dominated by the grid tie inverter. This 
loss is particularly heinous with high solar capacity and no 
storage (fourth pair of bars) 
•  Both buildings suffer excessive battery chemical loss 
 
Techno-Economic Analysis 
•  Results determined from market cost data, grid tariffs, and 
Monte-Carlo analysis 
•  Upfront cost is higher for DC 
•  Given the enormous efficiency savings, the payback period 
is less than a year 
The DC analysis model is used to scope the feasibility 
of DC distribution in an office of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.  The simulations 
are run with actual solar and load profile data, along 
with precise building wiring. 
